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FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIATION AND
LIPSCHITZ SPACES ON LOCAL FIELDS
BY
C. W. ONNEWEER
Abstract. In this paper we continue our study of differentiation on a local field K.
We define strong derivatives of fractional order a > 0 for functions in Lr(K),
1 < r < oo. After establishing a number of basic properties for such derivatives we
prove that the spaces of Bessel potentials on K are equal to the spaces of strongly
Lr(K)-differentiable functions of order o > 0 when 1 < r < 2. We then focus our
attention on the relationship between these spaces and the generalized Lipschitz
spaces over K. Among others, we prove an inclusion theorem similar to a wellknown result of Taibleson for such spaces over R".

1. Introduction. In [5] we presented a definition for differentiation of complexvalued functions on certain locally compact abelian groups and we gave a detailed
comparison of this definition with earlier definitions due to Butzer and Wagner [3],
Pal [6] and the present author [4]. In this paper we extend the definition given in [5]
to differentiation of positive fractional order for functions defined on a local field

K.
In §2 we introduce the necessary notation and we give the definition of
fractional differentiation on K. §3 contains some of the standard properties for
such derivatives that are needed later. In §4 we prove that the spaces intermediate
between Lr(K), 1 < r < 2, and ^1{D}% the space of functions in Lr(K) that are
strongly differentiable of order a > 0, are equal to the generalized Lipschitz spaces
on K as defined by Taibleson in [10]. In the final section we first identify the spaces
^(Z)/"') with the Bessel potential spaces on K. This identification enables us to
further elucidate the relationship between the generalized Lipschitz spaces and the
spaces ^(D}"1).

2. Notation. Let N, Z, R and C denote the natural numbers, the integers, the real
numbers and the complex numbers, respectively, and let K denote a local field.
Thus, K is a locally compact, totally disconnected, nondiscrete field. Let P0 be the
ring of integers of K and let P be the (unique) maximal ideal in P0. Furthermore,
let p be an element of P that generates P. Then P0/P — GF(q), where q is the
power of a prime number p. Also, a nonarchimedean norm can be defined on K
which we denote by || • ||. For each k G Z we set

Pk - {x € K;||x|| < q-k).
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Then Pk = pkP0, each Pk is a subgroup of K+, K' considered as an additive group,
and these subgroups are a complete system of neighborhoods of 0 G K.
Let m or dx denote Haar measure on K, normalized so that m(P0) = 1. Then
m(Pk) = q~k for each k G Z.
The dual group K of K+ can be described as follows. Choose a character x G K
such that x(x) = 1 f°r au ■*e P0 and x(*) ^ 1 for some x G P_,. Then K = {x,,;
v G K}, where x,, is defined by x¿,(x) = x(yx) Ior au * G K. For / G Lr(K),
1 < r < 2, the Fourier transform / is defined the usual way, see [11, Chapter II,
§§1, 2]; we use the notation /(v) for/ijç). For each k G Z the function Afcon K is

defined by

«*>-iô* [0

ü*!?
if x £ P*.

(1)

Then, see [11, p. 23], we have

wH¿ Hi:;r

(2>

For additional information and results on harmonic analysis on K we refer to the
papers [9] and [10] and the lecture notes [11] by Taibleson. Note, however, that
Taibleson uses the notation R(x, -k) for the functions Ak(x) defined in (1).
We now present our definition of differentiation of fractional order on K.
Definition 1. For/ G L, loc(K), a > 0, m G N and x G K let
m —\

EmJ(x)=

S

(9(,+ I)--9fa)(/-Al*/)(x).

l=-oo

(a) If limm_>00Emaf(x) exists, the limit is called the pointwise derivative of order

a of /at x, denoted by/w(;c).
(b) If / G Lr(K), 1 < r < oo, or / G C(K) and if lim,^^ EmJ exists in the
strong sense, the limit is called the strong derivative of order a of /, denoted by

Z>,""/if/ G Lr(K)and by D^fiff

G C(K).

We set oDCA.'"1)
= {/ e Lr(K); D}a]fexists}.
Remark. For a = 1 this definition agrees with Definition 3 of [5] applied to K. It
is clear from [5] that, after some minor modifications, the present definition can
also be applied to groups other than K+. However, since presently we are mainly
interested in applications on local fields we have restricted ourselves from the
outset to this case.

3. Basic properties of fractional derivatives. In this section we present some of the
standard properties of derivatives of fractional order on local fields. The first result
indicates that such derivatives are similar to the Riesz derivatives of fractional
order on R or T, the circle group. Additional evidence for this fact is contained in
Theorem 3.
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1. (a) For each a > 0 and x,y G K, Xy"\x) exists and x^X*) =

\\y\\axy(x).

(b) For each a > 0, k G Z and x G K, A^'f», D^'A^, 1 < r < oo, and D^]Ak
exist and

/=-oo

/I similar equality holds for the strong derivatives o/Afc.
(c) For each f G Lr(K), 1 < r < oo, eacA a > 0 am/ & G Z we Aaue A¿ */ G
<$(£>,'")) a«¿

Z)í"l(Afc*/) = Z)I«l(Afc)*/=

2

^(W,)*/

/--oo

Proof. Part (a) can be proved by a straightforward computation of the
EmaXy(x)> compare [5, Theorem 3(a)]. To prove (b), fix k G Z. It follows from (1)

that for each / G Z and x G K we have A, * àk(x) = A,Ak(x), where I /\k
min{k, /}. Consequently, for w > A:we have

£m,AW=

2

=

(<7(,+1)a-?to)(A,-A;)(x)

/=-oo

/=-00

Since the series defining £m „A^(x) converges and is independent of m we have
(b). A proof of (c) can be given using the same argument as was given in (b).
Let S denote the set of test functions on K as defined in [9] or [11], thus/ G S if
and only if/is a finite linear combination of translates of the functions A¿ (& G Z).
Corollary
1. Every / G S is differentiate
pointwise and in the strong sense.

of order a for all a > 0, both

For the remainder of this paper we mainly consider strong differentiability for
functions in Lr(K), 1 < r < 2. The reason for this restriction on r is that presently
we do not want to consider functions whose Fourier transform may only be
defined in the distributional sense. We hope to deal with the latter case elsewhere.
For later reference we state some theorems which generalize results obtained
previously in [5] for the case a = 1 and r = 1. When no proofs are given we refer
to the proofs of the corresponding results in [5].

Theorem 2. For f G Lr(K), 1 < r < 2, a > 0, m G N and a.e.y G K we have

The next theorem gives a characterization for ^ (I>r[o1)when a > 0 and 1 < r <
2. First, however, we state a lemma that is needed in the proof of Theorem 3. This
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result is a simple extension of Lemma 2 in [4] and can be proved by the same
method that was used there.

Lemma 1. For each k G Z, a > 0 and x ¥= 0, define Vka(x) by

VjLx) =

2

ö-'-(A/-A/_1)(x).

l=-k+l

Then Vka G L,(K) aw¿/ || K^JI, = 0(qka). Moreover,

0

if y G Pfc,

We use the following notation:

W{Lr, \yf)

= {/ G Lr(K); there is a g G Lr(K) such that

g(y)=\\y\\a
Theorem

3. For a > 0 and 1 < r < 2 we force ^(öj01)

f(y)&*-on

K).

= W(Lr, \\y\\a).

Proof. For r = 1 and a > 0 the proof is essentially the same as that given in [5]
for r = 1 and a = 1. Thus, we shall restrict ourselves to 1 < r < 2. First, take an
/ G ty(D}a]). Then there exists a g G Lr(K) so that

Also, Theorem 2 implies that for a.e. y G K we have

lim(Emjy(y)=\\yff(y).
Therefore, it follows from Fatou's lemma and the Hausdorff-Young
with (/•)-' +(r')-'
= 1,

inequality that,

\uaK-)-è{-)h<^^\\{Emjr-g\\,
Thus g(y) = ||.y|r/(y)

a.e. on K, that is, / G W(Lr, || y||a). Conversely, take an

/ G W{Lr, ||y\\a) and assume g G Lr(K) satisfies g(y) = ||y\\a f(y) a.e. on K. Then

a comparison of the Fourier transforms and the uniqueness theorem shows that

EmJ = Am . g + «"»K.^

* (g-Am * g).

Therefore,

IIW^llr < ||Am
*g-g\\r+ qma\\
V-m,ahllAm
*SSIThus, using the estimate for ||K_ma||,
limm^00||Am * g-g||r

mentioned

in Lemma 1 and the fact that

= 0, we see that hmm^00||£m>a/-g||r

= 0, that is,/

G ^)(D^).

Once we have Theorem 3 it is easy to prove
Corollary

2. For a > 0 and

1 < r < 2 the operator

operator on ^(Z)/"1).
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Consequently, we can define a norm on 6D(Dr[a])which makes this space into a
Banach space; we denote this norm by || • ||D(r>a):

\\A\n(^=\\A\r+\\D^f\\r.
Before stating the last theorem of this section we mention some results proved in
[9] or [11]. For each a G C there exists a distribution Ga G S ' whose Fourier
transform, in the distributional sense, is given by

(GaT(y) = ,

1

if y G P0,

IMI

lfy * po-

Moreover, if Re a > 0 then, actually, Ga G L,(K) and ||G0||, = 1. Also, in [9,
Theorem 5] or [11, p. 142] Taibleson proved that if Re a > 0 then \\y\\a =
( iia)'(y)(G_a)'(y).

Here na is the Borel measure on K defined by

K = S0-Ao + »{"%,
where 80 is the Dirac 5-measure concentrated at 0 G K. Observe that it follows

from (2) and Theorem 3 that

I1
Theorem 4. If l <r<2and0<ß<a

if> £ ^othen <$(D,!"1)c ^(D^1);

the inclusion

is continuous.

Proof. Let/ G ^(Z),1"1)and let g = Z>rw/.Then

\\y\\ßAy)
= (nßY(y)(G_ßy(y)f(y)
= (nßny)(Ga-ßy(y)(G_any)f(y)
= (nßr(y)(Ga-ßy(y)(\\y\\a

+ (A0-D\^Aoy(y))f(y)

= (nßr(y)(Ga-ßy(y)(g(y)+ (V^AorW/i-V)).
Thus, since fiß is a finite Borel measure, Ga_ß G L,(K) and g + (Aq-D^A^) */ G
Lr(K), we see that ||.y||^/(y) is the Fourier transform of a function in Lr(K), that is,
/ G W(Lr, || y||^). According to Theorem 3 this is equivalent to/ G ^(Z)/^1). Also,

it follows from

D\Kf-

!iß * Ga_ß * (fl««"/+ (Ao-Z)/«^) */)

that
\\f\\D<r,ß)=M\r+\\DWf\\r

<\\nr+\Wß\\J\Ga-ßUma]A\r
+ (INI, +||Z)[«1A0||1)|L/1|,)
<\lf\\r+Cß(\\Dl"%+Ca\\f]\r)

= caA\\A\r + \\Dla]Al)= ca,ß\\f\\D(r,ay
This proves the continuity of the inclusion relation and completes the proof of

Theorem 4.
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4. Intermediate spaces for ^(Z),1"1) and L,(K). In this section we identify the
spaces that are obtained as intermediate spaces between ^(Z),!"1) and L,(K) by
means of Peetre's so-called ÄT-method. For the definition and basic properties of
this method, see [1] or [2]. We shall prove that these intermediate spaces are
precisely the generalized Lipschitz spaces on K as defined by Taibleson in [10], or
[11, p. 180]. We repeat this definition here.
Definition
2. Let 1 < r, s < oo and a > 0. A(a, r, s) is the space of all / G
Z,,(K) for which any of the following three equivalent norms is finite:

(a) ll/ll, + (/, IIIIv|ra(/(- +y)-Ä-)Wr\\y\rl ay)1'*,
(b) 11/11,
+ (2?__ J|**"(/-Aft *f)\01/M,
(c) 11/11,
+ (2?—J\qka(Ak +l-Ak) ./K*,)»/',
with the usual change if s = oo. We shall denote, with some abuse of notation, any
of these three expressions by ||/||A(aj,;i)Theorem 5. For 1 < r < 2, 1 < j < oo and 0 < ß < a we have

(L,(K)3(Z)W)W^=A(yS,r,i).
This theorem is an immediate consequence of the following result due to Butzer
and Scherer [2, Theorem 4.1]. Note that here and elsewhere C will denote a
constant, not necessarily having the same value throughout an argument.

Theorem

(Butzer

and Scherer).

Let X be a Banach space and Y a Banach

subspace of X. Let { Uk} J° be a sequence of bounded commutative linear transformations of X such that there exists constants C > 0 and a > Ofor which

(i) lim^

UJ = fforf G X,

(ii) \\UJ-f\\x < C*-"||/||y/or/

G Y,

(iii) UJ&Y and \\UJ\\Y < Cka\\f\\x for f G X.
If0<ß<a
(a)/

and 1 < s < oo then the following conditions are equivalent:
G (X, Y)ß/a^K,

(b) U/H*+ <X?-,{kß\\UJ-f\\xYk-y'*< oo,
(c) U/H, + (2?.0(qkß\\Uqtf-f\\xyy/*

< oo.

Proof of Theorem 5. We show that the foregoing theorem can be applied to the
following spaces and linear transformations.
Let X = L,(K), 1 < r < 2, Y =

^(D^1) for some a > 0 and, for k G N and / G X, let UJ = AJ if q"~x < k <
q". Clearly, {Uk}™ is a sequence of bounded commutative linear transformations
of Z.r(K), and we have (i) lim^^ UJ = /for/ G Z,,(K). (ii) It follows from Lemma
1 and Theorem 3 that for each / G ^(Z)/"1) we have /-A„ */= V_na * D}a]f
Therefore,

II/-A»
*Al< IIV-nM\DraiAl
< Cq-~Ww
(iii) According to Theorem 1(c) for each/ G Lr(K) and n G Z we have A„ */ G
^(Z)/"]). Moreover, Theorem 1(b) immediately implies that

||^al(A„*/)||, =\\Dl"\A„)
*Al < QHl/ll,.
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Thus

l|A„*./lU,,a)<C9"l./l|,.
Consequently, the three conditions of the Butzer-Scherer theorem hold and we may
conclude the validity of Theorem 5.
5. Bessel potentials and Lipschitz spaces on K. In this section we first study the
relationship between functions belonging to ^(Z),'"1) and their Bessel potentials.
Once this has been done we prove an additional result relating the spaces ty (Z)Jal)
and the Lipschitz spaces introduced in §4. We repeat two definitions from [9] or

[11].
Definition

3. For / G L, loc(K) its Littlewood-Paley

function of order p, 1 < p

< oo, is defined by

M*)-(;2
Definition

by JJ=

4. For/

Ga */.

KVA^wwi')'7'.

G L,(K), 1 < r < oo, and a > 0 the function /„/is

Furthermore,

L{r, a) = {/ G L,(K); /=

defined

Jag for some g G

¿,(K)}.
JJ is called the Bessel potential of order a of/ If we define ||/||,0 = ||g||, if
/ = Jag, then L(r, a) is a Banach space with respect to || • || .
Our first result extends, at least for 1 < r < 2, a theorem of Taibleson who
proved that, for given a > 0 and 1 < r < oo, every/ G S belongs to L(r, a) with

ll/llz>(r,„)M II/Il r,a>see P, Corollary to Theorem 5).
Theorem 6. Let a > 0 and 1 < r < 2. Then ^(Z),!"1) = L(r, a) and the norms on
these spaces are equivalent.

Proof.
have

Take / G L(r, a) and let / = Ga * h with h G Lr(K). For a.e. y G K we

~\\\yfat(y)

xy*P»

Thus, according to (3), we have || y||a/(y) = ( iiaY(y)h(y) a.e. on K. Consequently,
there exists a g G Lr(K) with g(y) = IIv||a/(v) a-e. on K, that is,/ G W(L„ \\y\\a)

= ^ (Z),[a)).Furthermore, a comparison of the Fourier transforms shows that

h = g + (Vß/"'Ao) */•
Therefore,

ll/IU«
=11%< ||g||,+ (INI, +||z>/<"a0||1)\\A\r
<C(||g|L+||/||,)-C|l/i|fl(a,r).
Conversely, take / G ^(Z),'"1) and let g = D}a]f. Consider the function h = g +
(Ao-Z){alA0)* /. Clearly, h G Lr(K) and we have

¿w=f/w.

it"E''°'
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Thus/ = Ga * h and, hence,/ G L(r, a). Also,
|/|r<!<7.|l|*|r-|*|,

and

ll*Hr
< 11%+ (INI, + ||Z>,<%||1)|[/1|,
< C||A||r.
Consequently,
\\A\0,,a)=\\A\r+\\g\\r<C\\h\\r=C\\A\r,a.
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.
The next theorem is the analogue on K of part of a well-known result of
Taibleson in which he compares the spaces of Bessel potentials on R" with the
generalized Lipschitz spaces on R", see [7, Chapter V] or [8].
Theorem

7. For a > 0 and 1 < r < 2 we have

A(a, r, r) c L(r, a) = 6Q(D™) C A(«, r, 2);
the inclusion mappings are continuous.

Proof.

We first establish the second inclusion. Take any / G ^ (£>,[al)and let

g = D}a]f. For each k G Z we have
qka(Ak-Ak + 1) */=

Thus for the A(a, r, 2)-norm of/we

q-°(Ak-Ak+l)

* g.

have

m«~*-Wr + (^ sji9*-(A*-At+I)
.j|-J2
= ||il|r+C^2ool|(A,-A,+1)*g||2,)

<||^+C^_Í^|(A,-A;t+1)*g|j

'

= ||/l|r + C||S2(g)||,
<Wr + q|g||,<q|il|z>(,a,
The penultimate inequality is proved in Lemma 1.3 of [11, p. 197]. Thus, / G
A(a, r, 2) and the identity mapping from ^(Z),!"1) into A(a, r, 2) is continuous.
Now we consider the first inclusion of the theorem. Take / G A(a, r, r). For

i£Z
define fk by /*. = Ak * f. Then lim^^ fk=f'm
Theorem 1(c),fk G ^(Z),1"1)with

Dr%-

2
/=

L,(K), and, according to

^(WiW-

-00

In the following we prove that lim^^, D}a]fk exists in L,(K). Since the operator D}"]
is a closed operator, see Corollary 2, we may then conclude that / G <$>
(Z>,[a)).For

s, k GZ with i < A:define/¿

by

/**- DWk-DW,- 2
/-Í+1

^(W,)*/
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We first determine an estimate for the Littlewood-Paley
function/k.
Because for all m, n G Z we have

function of order r of the

(Am-Am+1)* (A„-An+1) = 5mj„(Am+1-AJ,
we see immediately that

Í0

if / < s or / > k,

(*, a/+1) * Js,k - | q(l+ D«(A,-A,+,) * /

if 5 < / < k.

Consequently,
ï>/'

9r(U) = ( 2

l(A/-Al+1)*/jj

-(*2

•A

|î(,+I)"M,+,)»()

Therefore,
*-i

I|s,(/,jii; = /

S k('+l)"(VA,+1)*/(*)!'dx

K l=s

-Sir^V^i)**

(4)

and we see that

PrU,k)l

< C(\\A\Ma,r,r)-\\A\r)-

Next, to obtain an estimate for ||/>fc||, we apply the converse of Holder's inequality.
Thus take <pG L^(K) such that ||<p||,<= 1. Then, according to Lemma 20 in [10], we
have

}l,k(x)<P(x) dx = f

2

(A,-A/+1)* fsk(x)(ArAl+l) * <p(x)dx

</^/_2ool(A/-A/+1)*/,,(x)|r)'/r

•((|jM,+

,)»íWí)

' dx

= J/ K 8rUs*)(x)8A<P)(x) dx

<||S,U,it)||,||§,(<p)||,<q|S,(/,,)||r.
The last inequality

follows from Theorem

19 in [10] and the assumption

that

IMI,, = 1. Thus we have \\fs¡k\\r < C||g,(/^)||,.
Since/ G A(a, r, r), for each e > 0
there is an M G N so that for all s, k G N with M <s < A:we have

¿||^(VA/+1)*ilí<e-

l= s
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Thus, it follows from (4) that \\fs¿\\r -> 0 as s, k -> oo, and, hence, {Z),[al/t}"_1 is a
Cauchy sequence in L,(K). Consequently, g = Drla]f exists, that is, / G ^(Z),1"1).
Finally we prove the continuity of the identity mapping from A(a, r, r) into

^(Z)/"1). We already proved that

WsAl< q|S,U,*)||, < c(||/i|A(a„,,H|yi|,)
for all k, s G Z. Since Z),[a]/.= lim^_„

fsk for all A:G N we see that

\\^a%l < qiWlAK^-iiyii,)Consequently,
\\g\\r=\\Dlra%<C(\\A\Ma,r,r)-\\A\r)

so that

|W|D(,a)=W,+||g||.<q|Íl|A(a^).
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.
Our last result deals with the sharpness of the inclusion relations in Theorem 7.
Like in the case of R", see [7] or [8], in the local field setting Theorem 7 is best
possible in the following sense.
Theorem

8. Given a > 0 and 1 < r < 2 we have

(i) if s < 2 then ^(Z),!"1) cj:A(a, r, s),
(ii) if s > r then A(a, r, s) cj: 6D(Z)r[a]).

Proof (Outline), (i) For / G N let y (I) = p~' and let x>,(/)be the corresponding
character on K. For a > 0 and s < 2 define the functions/and
g by
f(x) = A0(x) | q-Tl/%(l)(x),
/=i

g(x) = A0(x)frl/%(l)(x).
/=1

Clearly /, g G L,(K) and a long and tedious computation, in which we use the fact
that the series defining/is a lacunary series on P0, shows that Ga * g(x) = f(x) a.e.
on K, so that/ G L(r, a) = ^(Z)/"1). Next, in order to estimate ||/||A((Vvr) we first
observe that for / > 1 we have
(A,-A/+1)*/=A0<r,<7-1Ax,(/).

Therefore,

II/IIm«.,,,)
> 2 ||il"(A,-A,+
i)*4'
/=1

= 2|/-1/%(/)Ao|i;=2(/-1Ar
/-1

/=i

that is,/ G A(a, r, 5).
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g defined by

/W=2?-,(a+1/°/-1A(A/-A/_1)(x),
/=i

g(x)= 2 f-'/'ï-'/'iA-A,.,)(*).
/=i
Then/ G Z,](K) n Lr(K) and g G L,(K) and a straightforward computation shows
that g(y) = ||.y||a/(y) a.e. on K. Thus, if / G ty^D}"*) then we necessarily have
g = D}af. However, another tedious computation shows that || g||, = oo for r > 1,
so that g G ^ (Z),[a]). On the other hand, for each k G Z we have

,A
(^+.

_. .

f0

*J *f

if k < 0,

| í_(t+,Xo+I/0(A

+ 1)-»A(Ait+i_Avt) if A;> 0,

and ||AJÍ, = qk/r'. Thus we see that

iiüIa(<w) < iiiii, + { io(<?N-(fc+iKa+l/o(^

<\\f\\r+c(-2'(*+*)"*")

+ \rl"2q"t'y\

/>

"<oo,

because s > r. Thus / G A(a, r, j), which completes the proof of Theorem 8.
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